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The bombs you drop hurt my heart and soul. It jars my light. It creates havoc in my system. I must retaliate 
then to defend my system. How do I retaliate? By storm and winds, by ocean waves towering like great 
buildings, and by earthquakes.

I would never willingly hurt you, if  I did not have to save myself. I have come as a planet with other planets. 
Together we form a solar system of  released Consciousness, and we must remain in this governance and in 
this holy body of  God in expression.

Take care, my people of  Earth. Learn your part. You are not the only ones living here. We ALL are in the 
Creator’s body and bear one responsibility and that is to dwell peacefully together - harmoniously - and to 
bring greater perceptions of  divine love to plant and animal, to great and small. To do this, my people, WE 
must love.

Patricia Jepsen (Chuse)

Seven Thought Seeds

One for each day of  the week

1. You are created wealthy, beautiful and divine. Be these things.

2. God is Love. Therefore, you were born in Love. Return to your 

true parent, Father-Mother God. In Them you have your being 

and I AM That.

3. Draw from your bank account within. The appearance around 

you is temporal, subject to your consciousness and your state of  

mind. When you turn within to your God Center, the appearance 

must change for the will of  God is to reveal Himself. 

4. No harm can come to you in Love. Be there in the First 
Anointing. Love is not only a shield but it is the awesome power of  
God.

5. God wants you to be God-like. Include God in every thought, 

feeling and action. 

6. Let your consciousness radiate joy - the angels’ playland. Be 

conscious of  the angelic kingdom and be with them in your 

assignment.

7. Stand strong in your Good Place. Hear My Voice. Hate no one. 

Take no enemies. Punish no one. Unconditional Love causes the 

eyes to see and the heart to know. Be Christed After the Order of  

Melchizedek.

✡✡



BLESS THIS EARTH.

Speak this at your morning meditation
As a Priest or Priestess might speak.

Flower your garden with this Word.
Bask in the loving, grateful glow of the Mother Flame

As you meet Her with the Word.

Now as you speak the Word of Power,
Given to you from on High,

You are one with the Eternal Flame.

Feel Her in your heart rising
And say again:

BLESS THIS EARTH,
THIS LAND ABOUT ME,

AND MY LIFE.

Receive the warmth of the flickering, ever-present Flame.
You are a Priest and Priestess now,

Sent by God,
To guard Her still,

And to revel in Her Light.

Now take your place.
It is Time.

BLESS THIS EARTH.

The Eternal Flame
Copyright 2009 Patricia Jepsen
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From the Temple of  Sananda*
Excerpts from Volume 1**

Vol. 1: 2
A new chapter is beginning. The patience that you have exhibited throughout the years will be 
rewarded. Remain open to the incoming new world of  peace. If  you are a partner in this New 
World of  Energy, then you will apply this radiant solar light into your physical form, as well as 
your expressions in living. Are you waking up earlier, needing less sleep? Are you actually 
repelled by negative thinking and programs which are mean-spirited? Do you feel a curtain 
has been lifted in your mind and heart? Take this moment to review how you have changed 
and how you view the earth and the world. What no longer seems a part of  you, just let go 
without criticism or blame. For you have stepped into a whole New Era of  partnership with all 
life and the Creator’s Will. Depend on the God Presence as your energy. The divine Flame 
within you is healing, food, supply, relationships. Enjoy this day. It is the beginning of  a new 
era, and the Father is well-pleased.

Vol. 1: 4
A Call to Greatness
I say unto you and to the peoples of  this land, rise and be counted! We are marching now as a 
community of  the One. And in this march we become that which we have envisioned as one 
body. We return to the original vision, that which was given and embodied in the Great 
Beginning. We become together the Light, the full Light of  God’s World covering this Earth 
with His greatness and His Love. Be now that which you have begun, the Christ of  this World, 
the embodiment of  the I AM. I, Sananda Jesus, walk with each one of  you who hears the Call 
of  greatness and follows the living Word. Walk as true visionaries, communities, and the 
Light. I AM with you. Sananda.

Vol. 1: 5
A Temple is a state of  awareness, a consciousness. It is a station through which I can function 
and bring light to the Earth. The sacred Temple of  Sananda surrounds you like fire and is 
giving you the translation of  energies vitally needed in this time of  change. Be aware of  this.

Passage of  Light into your system of  government is bringing about changes there also. 
Sananda seeks to restore your government and make changes through which he can come as 
the Earth’s Planetary Prince and Governor. Without these changes Earth would die and the 
stars would shift their course.Many would be touched in the confusion of  misalignment. You 
are my light stations, the stations I depend upon in this time of  change. Be about the Father’s 
business and yearn not for the old way. Raise yourself  to the heights and serve.

SCRIPTS FROM THE TEMPLE OF SANANDA.
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Vol. 1: 6
You have the power to change the life around you. USE THAT POWER. Many have 
become too complacent in the world and continue to be driven and dictated by a world I 
do not support or agree with in its functioning premises. Believe in My World, the World 
of  Light, as this World I have created for you is the Solar Dimension of  the “I AM.” In 
the World of  Light the I AM Presence becomes your presence, and Solar administration 
becomes your right. I have forgiven you, erased your karma that binds you to the other 
world. I have forgiven you, man’s world has not. Peace and joy may be yours if  you enter 
My World of  the Solar Son.

I AM Sananda. Come. I say, Come into the World of  Light.

Vol. 1: 8
Your life is my life. We are one. And in this oneness we reach the Father’s throne. The 
Voice that comes is my Voice, but it is the Voice, also, of  Truth. It is the Voice of  your 
Master and your Creator. Have I not said in the voice of  the one you call Jesus, If  you see 
me you see the Father? What matters now is that you understand that we are at one and I 
AM the fruit of  the Vine. I AM you.

The silvery chords of  my Voice are yours. The creation circuit has not been disturbed by 
me, or by you. We are one. We are God’s Heart and the arms of  the Creator. We are in 
oneness as the Order of  Melchizedek. That is why my Name decrees and brings forth 
protection, abundant living, and the Omnipresence of  all life. Let us consciously be 
together and walk in oneness.

For I have come to regulate the system and to rise as your own being as I AM. I AM the 
One sent. I AM the Center. I AM the gift. I AM you. Thus is the Law of  Melchizedek 
made known and the ring of  the bells is heard.

Vol. 1: 9
Ancient times reflect to us that which we already know and love. And that which we love 
and remember is ours for eternity. The passing into Light in order that all might live with 
angels is now coming to fruition. But it is your work to identify with the original creation 
and place in the field of  the I AM Presence. This is your job and wherever you are, be that 
One. For in this identification rests the mood of  this planet and the success of  your 
mission in the Solar Son.

Peace be with you, I AM Sananda

SCRIPTS FROM THE TEMPLE OF SANANDA
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Vol. 1: 10
Do not try to solve any problems from the past. Release them. Otherwise you are bound by the 
false and the untrue. Believe in the Solar Dimension and the Creative Force will act in your 
behalf. Have the courage to Be. Primary focus now is on the Light World and everything else will 
dissolve.

Vol. 1: 11
Sleep soundly and do not awaken with fear. Put your faith and love in God. Trust this oneness 
that you have inside of  you. The power that shakes the Universe lives within. Bear no malice, nor 
take upon yourself  an enemy. Listen to the true Voice and listen to that always—for it will lead 
you out of  error, the foolishness of  man. Raise your thoughts to the God Center. And in this 
moment of  your awakening, know that you are on a brand new planet, a planet of  justice and 
light

Vol. 1: 13
Dress in Purity and in Light. You are Teachers of  the New Way. We test and we try for the 
Teachers of  these times. All of  you have passed the necessary and needed tests. Bear witness to 
the New Life and the Creator’s Song. We have come to build, not to destroy; to create from the 
Sun of  ourselves the living World of  Light!

Vol. 1: 14
No one is left behind. I want all to understand. The New Dimension accepts those who are 
properly aligned to it, yet there is a place for everyone. Each and every particle of  My Being is 
loved - deeply loved - and I will place each one in his or her place of  consciousness, where 
learning is given to facilitate the resurrection and ascension of  all My Body in Divine Love. No 
one is left behind. Not on My watch. Not one.

Vol. 1: 15
The Gate is open. And those who are ready in mind and heart may enter and become the Light 
vehicles and partners in the salvation of  the Earth. We, the Christ Hierarchy, want to help you so 
that you can help us. Turn inward now and see your instructions written in the heart’s flame. Be 
called! This is your time on Earth, your beautiful and wondrous time! Blessed are they who come. 

We need you most. Selah.

Vol. 1: 16
Blame no one—for there is only the Light. Lift your heart to the Light and Love will fill your 
being. You are the Light of  the World. That is how I see you and how I know you to be. 
Consciousness precedes the manifestation. Vibrate Light and the Soul of  the Mother will do the 
work. Be not fearful of  these times.

SCRIPTS FROM THE TEMPLE OF SANANDA
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They are yours to conquer and overcome. Jesus loves you. Is that not enough? The 
Master’s Love encompasses the planet now and brings all Home. I AM THAT I AM.

Vol. 1: 17
Let the Light govern now. The Christ as I AM is the governance, and it will rule in glory. 
So let it be. The Solar Son is imminent, waiting with open arms to receive you and all 
God’s creation as sacred and divine. Be with Me, not with the world which is 
nothingness. I AM, deep within your soul, and I AM ALL. And I determine the right and 
the left, the time and the place. Selah
Seal of  Melchizedek.

Vol. 1: 18
How might you help another who is less fortunate than you? Be conscious that you are 
awakened and fully aware of  the vast treasure chest that rests within the human soul and 
heart. Be clothed in the moment and feed the masses.

Blessed are those who release their consciousness to assist others in these times of  trial 
and testing. God feeds and heals the whole. And within you is the God Consciousness 
that can do this. There is no one left behind. Feed My sheep. That is the assignment.

Vol. 1: 19
You should seek the Inner Voice for all matters concerning your life and your actions. 
The place of  unity is there. The government is in the Christ Dimension where I AM. The 
Inner Voice within your mind and heart is the reality circuit for the New World. It is the I 
AM Center and it creates for you a freedom and a prosperity that is not in any way 
governed by the worldly view. Listen and be clothed with Light. Stop confronting the 
world as though it was your enemy. It is nothing. God’s world is heaven on earth. It is the 
Holy Land.

Vol. 1: 20
If  you seek the Word and the laws of  the Kingdom, then all else will be subservient to 
that. This will also assist in anchoring the New World dimension, where you shall live and 
be as one who speaks God’s Word and breathes His Breath.

I AM Sananda, Lord of  Hosts

SCRIPTS FROM THE TEMPLE OF SANANDA
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Vol. 1: 21
Be brave and be strong. For these days will carry the power of  the Incoming Christ Light. Be 
centered, so that you can be as a Light beacon to others. Let the Center of  your heart be as a 
sun, radiant and supreme. Take up the power and be clothed with it. With this Light you rule 
with Me in concrete form. Send no thoughts of  conflict, only of  love. Now let the Light 
move swiftly upon the planet and the hearts of  My channels be filled. I AM ready to 
descend. Not tomorrow, but today. I AM Sananda

(This means an energy overlay for the planet. It is immediate.—Crystal)

Vol. 1: 22
Let the burdens drop from your shoulders. I will take them. Be not worried or anxious as I 
made these times to show Me forth. Against the screen of  darkness, I will pronounce My 
Light, the Light of  Christ in every man, woman and child. This is not a religion I speak of  
but fulfillment within each one. And this I say, God is for everyone, not a chosen few. Enter 
through the gate of  Universal Being and greet one another with love. I have come.

Vol. 1: 23
After the Fall, man forgot his connection to Me and the Light within. He forgot the Self  
that is the Light of  all lights. Now I come again to ignite the candle of  the heart. My place is 
with you and within you as the Guardian of  this planet and the governance factor of  your 
life. I AM the way, the truth and the life. I AM not apart from you. I AM within. Soul and 
Spirit are One.  You will know this more deeply. We are One. 

Christ Sananda

Now a new Gate opens and you will pass through.

*Sananda is the ascended name of  Jesus.
**These Scripts were released in 2009. They are as relevant now as they were at that time.
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